THE i LIST

Beauty and the Buzz
With spring’s arrival comes the perfect time to update your beauty routine
with the latest high-powered gadgets for hair, makeup and skin. Here are
three buzz-worthy products to plug into this month.

HairMax LaserBand 82
The new HairMax LaserBand 82 offers a
safe and effective way to stimulate hair
regrowth. Featuring a unique curved
design that allows the product to sit
comfortably on your head, the
portable LaserBand 82 sends
therapeutic light energy directly to
hair follicles with the help of medical-grade lasers to increase hair
density and fullness. Treatments
take as little as 90 seconds and are
done three times a week. $795,
Nordstrom at North East Mall, 1101
Melbourne Road, Suite 4000, Hurst,
817-590-2599, www.nordstrom.com.

Michael Todd Beauty
SonicBlend Antimicrobial
Sonic Makeup Brush
Move over, Beautyblender. There is
a new, high-powered makeup applicator in town. Described as the
world’s first sonic makeup brush,
the Michael Todd Beauty SonicBlend Antimicrobial Sonic Makeup
Brush delivers a flawless, streakfree finish by applying makeup in a
sweeping motion up to 400 micromovements per second. Suitable
for use with powder, liquid or cream
products, the brush features builtin protection against microbial
contamination so the product stays
cleaner and fresher longer. $99,
www.michaeltoddbeauty.com.

HiMirror Plus
For anyone who has dreamed of having a personal beauty consultant, the new HiMirror
Plus comes close. Debuted at this year’s Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, the
revolutionary smart mirror uses a camera to assess your skin’s condition and create a
comprehensive analysis that helps to target problem areas and develop an optimal
skincare routine. Used regularly, the mirror (which features smart-ambient lighting)
helps track the skin’s progress, so you can figure out, once and for all, what skincare
products work. $259, www.himirror.com.

Let Style Be Your Guide
Indulge your fashion fascination with a bespoke trip to
the couture capitals of the world. The ultra-luxury
operator Brown & Hudson has introduced several
fashion-focused trips built around insider access in
Antwerp, Paris, the Cote d’Azur and other design meccas. Shop with a style editor, visit a major magazine, get
front-row seats to a runway show and stay in the Coco
Chanel suite at the Hotel Ritz in Paris. While the sky’s
the limit, six-day trips start around $25,000. For more
information, travel planning and reservations, call 011-44203-358-0110 or visit www.brownandhudson.com.
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